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01. THE KEY TO THE UNSOLVED QUESTION TO
UNIVERSAL CREATION OF THE HUMAN RACE INTACT
Theories about the beginnings of the universe, the Big Bang Theory among them, purport to
explain the incomprehensible to fulfill a need or to satisfy human curiosity. But nothing can be
farther from the truth as revealed by highly evolved beings set forth in this series of file/writs. Jamie Sentana-Ries-Cortez

Contents within this First Submission:
Introduction To The First Submission of Universal Total
ADMIRAL JAMES GALIAC’S UNIVERSAL PROJECT OF SEVEN PAGES FOR THE PEOPLE
OF EARTH PLANET ANGORIUS, SUBSECTION LAURUS 124210
Universal Total (First Submission) - The Universe in a Bottle!
Universal Total (First Submission) - How Consciousness Was Formed Throughout the
Galaxies - Throughout the Universes – Back to the Bottle
Universal Total (First Submission) - Picturesque Schematic Drawing Of Titanium
Universal Total (First Submission) - The Dawning Of The New Day

Introduction To The First Submission of Universal Total
In this brief dialogue emaciated are the criteria of which are outlaid but not yet as in their
entirety as such as a Table of Contents would be found. Just an outline incomplete as we
begin our taking down of the words in likened fashion albeit of a little different mode
extrapolated from the first. Enjoy Universal Total for the engraving on the mind and
soul will be an experience unlike any you, the reader, have yet to have met. - Uthrania
Seila Sentana-Ries-Cortez
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ADMIRAL JAMES GALIAC’S UNIVERSAL PROJECT OF SEVEN
PAGES FOR THE PEOPLE OF EARTH PLANET ANGORIUS,
SUBSECTION LAURUS 124210

What I Saw and Heard

In relation to

THE KEY TO THE UNSOLVED QUESTION TO UNIVERSAL
CREATION OF THE HUMAN RACE INTACT
Begun in the Gregorian Time Clock Calendar Year of The Western Hemisphere of
the Planet Angorius
Of
September 26, 2014
@
12:47 pm
First Subtitle:

4

Universal Total (First Submission) - The Universe in a
Bottle!

1) Each part of the universe is actually divided into groups, and each of these groups have
created themselves first the Holy Universal Being of male and female. Each group is
made of what will become a different race of Human Being.
2) Micro-organisms rubbing against each other throughout the galaxies bring about a
myriad of diverse species. Each in its own collective body. Each become a new race of
people.

5

Universal Total (First Submission) - How Consciousness Was
Formed Throughout the Galaxies - Throughout the
Universes – Back to the Bottle

3) Now, these micro-organisms, when they began rubbing against one another (and all at
the same time), rubbed into each other certain minerals, textures of elements and so on,
until form began to take shape and the collective mind began to develop into an
autonomous consciousness. (Further explanation of the glucose compound will follow
later on in the text).
4) (This is just an outline, apparently, like a picturesque schematic drawing. – Uthrania)
5) Synchronization of consciousness began to develop.

Well, that is all for today. – Mancharians signing off at 12:52 pm
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Universal Total (First Submission) - Picturesque Schematic
Drawing Of Titanium

6) Sea life did not take form until 20,000 lunar years later. That’s it. - Mancharians
12:54 pm.
The base metal of the Universe was Titanium. Then the energy of the Universe ran into
the corpuscles, and that is when life began.
And you became the first real Universal Wonder. (“You” here is implied to include the
entire species of the human races intact. – Uthrania) by Mancharians12:59 pm
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Universal Total (First Submission) - The Dawning Of The
New Day

(Notation: Please note Feng Shui and that the pictures are not depicting a Yin Yang variance
unless otherwise stated in any pictures shown, but rather, to enhance the already spectacular
into a format which draws in the reader to those words of such relation. Thank you. - Uthrania
Seila Sentana-Ries-Cortez)
(Entry made later October 5, 2014, 4:00 pm. Conclusion drawn up by Commander-in-Chief
Captain Melix James Somajar Galiac, fourth member of the team of this project, Chief-ofEngineering aboard the Stargazer Intrepid. – Uthrania)
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(We will continue with this project of the Fourth Subtitle on the following day of our work. –
Uthrania)
- Scribed by the hand and pen of I, Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries-Cortez

Notation: A special credit and thank-you are due our Senior Editor, Reni Sentana-Ries, whose
unquestionable participation behind the scenes is beyond value.
Note that our articles can be accessed through the following links:
http://freeearthsystem.net/Linkspagebybuzzjimmycortez.html
http://freeearthsystem.net/Linkspagebyuthraniawikinuts.html
http://freeearthsystem.net/Linkspagebyuthraniawikinut2014.html
You can also take a FREE copy of our books from http://scribd.com/rsentana_ries
Credits: Google/Wikimedia Commons

02. The Universal Total Second Submission: The
Penchant For Universal Understanding Of the Mind

Theoretical origins of the universe, including the development of the human mind and
consciousness, purport to explain the incomprehensible, in a vain attempt to unlock the secrets
of the universe. But nothing can be farther from the truth as revealed by highly evolved beings
set forth in this series of file/writs. - Jamie Sentana-Ries-Cortez

Introduction To The Second Submission of Universal Total
•

•
•
•
•

ADMIRAL JAMES GALIAC’S UNIVERSAL PROJECT OF SEVEN PAGES FOR
THE PEOPLE OF THE EARTH PLANET ANGORIUS SUBSECTION LAURUS
124210
Universal Total (Second Submission) - The Universal Mind Gap
Universal Total (Second Submission) - October 2, 2014 3:00 pm
Universal Total (Second Submission) - A Bottle Of Segment Or Electrical Intelligence
Universal Total (Second Submission) - Chief Of Engineering Melix Somajar Galiac
Positions His Questions
9

Introduction To The Second Submission of Universal Total
In this opening spectrum Admiral James Galiac gives way to Chief Engineer Captain
Melix Somajar Galiac for the continuance of the beginning explanation of the Human
Mind. But this in actuality completes the finality of the beginning of all Mind Creation
of which Commander-in-Chief Melix Somajar Galiac will begin an explanation of the
very beginning of life in a way such as you, the reader, have never once yet envisioned it
to be! This is yet to be seen. You will become intrigued by the employment of upcoming
questions posed by Captain Melix James Somajar Galiac: Just a few of what are to be
expected to be answered in the upcoming days and weeks. Enjoy Universal Total for the
engraving on the mind and soul will be an experience unlike any you, the reader, have
yet to have met. - Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries-Cortez

Universal Total (Second Submission) - The Universal Mind Gap

Dated October 2, 2014, 11: 53 am
The design of the human mind is astronomical in its precept for it not only aligns itself
with the capability of dry-gulching the memorandum of spectrum which are the
iodination of the red to white most necessary corpuscles, but scientists around the world
have long since been able to calculate the diametry of the falsies which simply mean that
the diagram of the spectrum of “brain philosophy” has been long at the forefront of all
that which is wished upon the human brain in contrast to the “filament” of the sour
10

stomack relation in fibres as the nervous system continues in its calculating of gasses
throughout the brain stem to bring into the light when a stomack has been inundated with
food of a source which treats it somewhat unkindly. That’s it.
Break now, and we will continue later with our brother Commander-in-Chief Captain
Melix James Somajar Galiac. James Galiac out for the, shall we say for lack of a better
word, “broadband” frequencies of the Stargazer Intrepid.
Good Morning, Son. Daughter as well, of course, that you are in full sequence of all
family relationships. Sign off frequency time passing as 12:00 pm, Rocky Mountain
Time. Good Night.

Universal Total (Second Submission) - October 2, 2014 3:00 pm

Enter, Captain Melix, Science Engineer of Science Biology, Botany, and Engineering
Schematics and Plans – Chief Engineer of the Stargazer Intrepid, captained by Admiral
Sophram Suflus Somajar Galiac and Admiral James Galiac.
When the Universal Mind was divided into galactic groups a penchant took place. Now,
this penchant was for the singular growth of the astro-nomics of the Total or Whole.
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Well, a goodly start we had, Uthrania. Jamie, welcome to our group.
Uthrania: I am ready to proceed, Captain.

Universal Total (Second Submission) - A Bottle Of Segment Or
Electrical Intelligence

(Notation: This particular sub-title was not a part of the scribings. Ofttimes we are
allotted to our own intelligence. - Uthrania)
Captain Melix Somajar Galiac: Yes, well, when the first plan was formulated - (just
relax and follow my direction) – what one would call the “Universal Mind” was little
more than a hop, skip, and a jump away from second base. In contrary to the Universal
Mind over-loping the galaxies with electrical currents of “intelligence” hydrated by far
with the stipend global controversy with the Hellion races on one side, and the Universal
Mind Gap upon the other, there was actually a centerpiece of it all, and it went like this:
Each portion of each segment of each galaxy reigning within the Universal Total, shall
we most accurately call it, came a bottle of segment or electrical intelligence. There was
the positive, the Universal Mind Gap, and the negative which belonged to the Hellion
race(s). They reacted in atomic format much as two sides of a magnet: one repelling
and one positive – engaging. (Captain Melix Galiac has asked for the (s) on “race.” –
Uthrania)
So you had a distinct Universal design for the electrodes of the mind. But when one
employs either all negative or all positive, then what you end up with is pure and plain
friction. Is that not so, my Jamie?
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Jamie: Yes, Sir, Captain Melix!

Universal Total (Second Submission) - Chief Of Engineering Melix
Somajar Galiac Positions His Questions

(Notation: This particular sub-title was not a part of the scribings. Ofttimes we are allotted to
our own intelligence. - Uthrania)
Captain Melix Somajar Galiac: Now, the ingenuity of all this is - why did it happen? What was
the variation of Universal Stipend which would cause this “cause and effect?” Is this indeed
where the full essence of Karma began? And why did the Universal Total not just stay where it
was before splitting up into segments? And who indeed did it, calling for such travailing upon
a brand new creation consisting of many facets such as humans, animals, fauna, sky, air, seas,
lakes, sands, deserts, and what have you, which indeed consists of A LOT, would you not say,
Uthrania girl?
Uthrania: Indeed it is so, Captain, Sir!
Captain Melix Somajar Galiac: We will continue on in the near presence with each question in
fullness of format as each one of our contributors enter their esquiescence of format, and our
team is brought back together.
Good Day. Melix, Chief Engineer and Esquire of the Fourteen Planetary Bodies surrounding the
water planets Exel and Joy. Good Night, and sign off for me please, Sister. Melix out!
Uthrania: Yes, Sir. Tying off all frequencies Duchmont 10, 14, and Variance 6. Tripoli 10 and
Caucasian 19.1 8, Potomac Tennessee Tripoli Caucasian Dwarf. All transmittal frequencies are
outer space. Good Day. 3:19 pm
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- Scribed by the hand and pen of I, Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries-Cortez

03. The Universal Total Third Submission: The
Project Of The Universe!
The Universe, if broken down into its elements, consists of duality, diametrically opposed yet
one cannot be understood without the other. In friction, they both create a spark and balance of
life energy: Black and white, good vs evil, the feminine and the masculine, etc. YIn and Yang at
work! - Jamie Sentana-Ries-Cortez

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Introduction To The Third Submission of Universal Total
ADMIRAL JAMES GALIAC’S UNIVERSAL PROJECT OF SEVEN PAGES FOR THE PEOPLE OF EARTH
PLANET ANGORIUS, SUBSECTION LAURUS 124210
Universal Total (Third Submission): 12354 Esquire Nautical Knots in the Skys.
Universal Total (Third Submission): The Dreadful Truth!!!
Universal Total (Third Submission): How Much Energy Is Actually Needed? A Simple Equation
Universal Total (Third Submission): And What Is The Veil?!
Universal Total (Third Submission): Our Senior Editor

Introduction To The Third Submission of Universal Total
In this documentary the meat of the text equates of itself with the formatting of the
"almost beginnings" of the Universal Total in its integration of all life forms.
Complex in nature, the most fundamental universal truths are brought down to a barebones talk by one of the Federation's greatest Science Majors, Captain Melix James
Somajar Galiac, whose effort even skeleting the remainder of the outline and his
continuance in minute detail in the upcoming days, weeks, hours, and minutes will
answer the most perplexing questions of the present and past which were asked by
scholars and scientists up throughout the centuries with one quick stroke of his pen, so to
speak.
Therein, enjoy Universal Total for the engraving on the mind and soul will be an
experience unlike any you, the reader, have yet to meet. - Uthrania Seila Sentana-RiesCortez
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Universal Total (Third Submission): 12354 Esquire Nautical Knots in
the Skys.

October 3, 2014 2:00 pm
Captain Jeremiah Higgins, Esquire. Rank Admiral of Starfleet Consore. Next on line. Are
you ready, Uthrania? Jamie?
Uthrania: We are both here and ready, Admiral.
Admiral James Galiac: Proceed Admiral.
Admiral Jeremiah Higgins, Esquire: Aye, well here we are all at last, loves, gathering
around for our last session here on earth, Angorius, for the most exquisite and time15

honoured writ of them all. File actually, Jamie, as 12354 Esquire Nautical Knots in the
skys. (Note: The word “skies” is to be left as “skys” in its spelling. – Uthrania)
Jamie: You wish me to rename this file, Admiral Higgins?
Admiral Jeremiah Higgins: Aye, lad. Right away please. Now, Uthrania, are you ready
to take down our words once again?
Uthrania: Aye, Admiral.
Admiral James Galiac: Then let us begin.
Uthrania: Shall we exclude the dialogue, Sir?
Admiral Jeremiah Higgins: Not in the least, lass. Now let us get on with it, shall we.
One more culprit at the helm and I think our team will be back all together for this
most of profound scientific, or whatever you would like to call it, Project of the
Universe!
Jamie: Is that title you would want us to call, it, Admiral Higgins?
Captain Melix Somajar Galiac: Nautical One, Jeremiah, please state your facts under
subject title heading of your choice.
Admiral Jeremiah Higgins, Esquire: Aye, lad. Please place in title heading, Uthrania,
our daughter, as being: The Dreadful Truth! Three explanation marks.

Universal Total (Third Submission): The Dreadful Truth!!!
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Alright, the dynamics we will speak of today, ladies and gents of the entire circumference
of your planet earth, will begin to kick-off dramatically the erroneous statements and
downright lies of the earthling Hellions whose only Universal task was, and always has
been, to bury the universal acumen at the bottom of the towel.
Now, ever since Ying-Yang began, it evolved from nothingness inasfar as the junction of
universal acumen or strategy was born. In other words, dear deluded ones, the Hellion
or “negatively” created/separated forces in the universe derived by our hand a mere cene
ago needed to actually off-balance the good junction of positiveness in order to bring
about the ying-yang effect of male and female atomic structure. Why? Simply because it
was the “friction” (bold that Jamie) of the two pair of section atoms.
Without this particular “friction” there could be no positive movement forward. No
planets could form, no skies with their immutable gas contents of both the positive and
the negative (not saying that the negative was ever wanted). But in effect WITHOUT the
friction within all and the Total of universal structure no more creations could nor
would have ever existed.

Universal Total (Third Submission): How Much Energy Is Actually
Needed? A Simple Equation
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Captain Melix Somajar Galiac: The ratio, you see, readers, without “dynamatics” (for
the scientists upon your worlds) of a 1 to 1 possibility (please coordinate numbers with
figures, Uthrania, and not letters, thank you)…
Uthrania: Yes, Sir. 1 to 1 ratio.
Captain Melix Somajar Galiac: Within the text please.… could not derive the
necessary ratio to even begin the circulation of a mere blood vessel. All life created,
henceforth is a life of conduits, literally.
The energy needed as a source to fuel the bodies of cells at the cellular level, of course,
Herman, would not only be an adhesive to the ration of zero to 1, but in a conduit the
zero would be needed to manifest. And what can one manifest out of nothing? So that is
the question.
The first of many such question, which philosophers and scientists alike have asked of
the Commanders for centuries, and of the Creators, the Mancharians, of whom do you,
most of you, belong, for verifyingly they work to reform the positive action and leave the
negative well on its own. On the other side of the veil, as we have so aptly explained, it
to ye all before.

Universal Total (Third Submission): And What Is The Veil?!
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Admiral Jeremiah Higgins: You see, dear ones, the veil in itself is little more than an
abstract jar of film of which the separation of the darkness (negativity of the atom into
molecule and then human of a sorts) from the light (positiveness of the atom into
molecular and then the Holy Universal form of human) bends little in its velocity of
makeup,
and therefore even more friction is evident in all the posturing of the creative hand, as
you put it there, scientists of the 21 century AD, simple, due to the fact the truth of the
reality that darkness was separated in the domain of Centurius, Steve Kinsman, if you
are paying attention and listening,
for Astronomers as well must begin to curtail their aberration or outwardly concern of
what indeed makes the star go round.
(The Admiral smiles. – Uthrania) Remove no text, please, for this must stand just as it is.
You hear that, Jamie, my lad?
Jamie: Yes, Admiral, Sir. I do. Don’t worry I would never remove anything. Ever!

Universal Total (Third Submission): Our Senior Editor

Captain Melix Somajar Galiac: Now, Reni, as you edit these words make sure each stroke
remains in its place as usual, for it is about in time to get, shall we say, just a little bit
complicated.
But at the same time we will keep the writ, the file, which this is also, simple enough for the
laymen and laywomen on the street.
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Are you reading us, Siva-Ji?
Siva-Ji: No.
Captain Melix Somajar Galiac: Well, get on board. With Mark. Steve, Johnny, and…. You will
understand why of all this interest in time. Good. Then let us once again continue.
Admiral Jeremiah Higgins: Bring in the clock time, please Melix, and let us explain further
before you go back to your earlier questions of which everyone, we imagine, is awaiting for
your answer.
- Scribed by the hand and pen of I, Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries-Cortez
Notation: A special credit and thank-you are due our Senior Editor, Reni Sentana-Ries, whose
unquestionable participation behind the scenes is beyond value.
Link:
http://www.wikinut.com/the-universal-total-second-submission%3a-the-penchant-foruniversal-understanding-of-the-mind/2l6de_ad/3nn413io/
Credits: Google/Wikimedia Commons

04. The Universal Total Fourth Submission: Time In
Its Essence Is Not A Reality!
The fact that man measured the rotation of the earth on its axis into "24 hours" relative to its
satellite - the moon - and its revolution around the sun into "12 months" does not make "TIME"
exist! - Jamie Sentana-Ries-Cortez

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Introduction To The Fourth Submission of Universal Total
ADMIRAL JAMES GALIAC’S UNIVERSAL PROJECT OF SEVEN PAGES FOR THE PEOPLE OF EARTH
PLANET ANGORIUS, SUBSECTION LAURUS 124210
Time Coordinates? Do Such Actually Exist In Interplanetary Accumulation?
Communications: A Little Bit Of Dialogue With The Members Down Below
Other Universal Totals? Where?
The Severely Duped Ones!
Universal Reality Suppressed!
Tying Off For The Day
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Introduction To The Fourth Submission of Universal Total
The interesting concoction of the atomic/molecular intrigue when connected with the
aberration of "time" is brought forth by our Standard which represents in all scientific
reasoning only that which has not been manufactured by the minds of men and women
alike in the lower scientific studies.
It is only known by those whom have already long ago succeeded in realizing that the
first "books" ever dataized were given to the humanities eons ago by the very first
Human beings of whose beginnings Chief Engineer and Science Major in the High Arts
of long ago realizations through already accumulated data by our first forerunners.
Captain Melix James Somajar Galiac only now begins to explain and as he does so,
here, and in the following pages, he works his way backward throughout the events
which brought each of you, to the point where you are the creators' yourselves inasfar
as following in the footsteps of the Eternal Universal Total of all that now exists.
Therein, enjoy Universal Total for the engraving on the mind and soul will be an
experience unlike any you, the reader, have yet to meet. - Uthrania Seila Sentana-RiesCortez

Time Coordinates? Do Such Actually Exist In Interplanetary
Accumulation?

21

Captain Melix Somajar Galiac: So far, the time coordinates have been irrational, or so
you think, as one planetary section diverses time clock instutants from the other.
But time was also created in the frictional sense, because when “friction” began
through the negative/positive reaction of the atom into molecules (and please notice I said
“atom” singular into “molecules” plural, and of this will we also explain later as of a
later date in “time event,” should we say) the Universal Total after being separated into
the positive and negative, and the bottles each of positive and negative conjuncture then
began to aberrate or rub against each other, devouring the silence and peace of the
Universal Total in order that creation of the diverse bodies, planetary and otherwise,
could take place.

Communications: A Little Bit Of Dialogue With The Members Down
Below

Captain Melix Somajar Galiac: Make this a spectacular piece of woodwork, Jamie,
with the art sequences of pictures of prominence galore in their spectacularness, and you
both create that in terms of aesthetics of which you cannot find elsewhere. Do you read
me, boy?
Jamie: Sir! Admiral! Yes, I most certainly do, Sir. Thank you, Sir, for your advice.
Captain Melix Somajar Galiac: Instructions, really, before we really get this thing off
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the ground. Put it on piecemeal, lad, a bit at a time because it is going to get “heavier,”
and wherever there appear quotations I ask you to put them all in bold print. Got that?
Jamie: I got that. Thank you.
Captain Melix Somajar Galiac: Never mind reading the text, please, Uthrania, just
write or remain “docile” (italic please, son) on stand-by. We don’t want your mind
cluttered. 1994 all over again. Remember, stay focused and clear. Alright then, shall you
continue, Sir, or shall I?
Admiral Jeremiah Higgins: You go ahead, Melix. I am attending to other matters at the
time.
Captain Melix Somajar Galiac: Well, post it soon, son. Piecemeal. The audience “will”
understand this later.

Other Universal Totals? Where?

Captain Melix Somajar Galiac: The interesting thing or qualifying event of this
Universal Total is that as other Universal Totals in other parts of the quadrant are
23

electrified so the obstacles become harried but REMOVED out of sight. And why and
how is this done as a qualifying event?
Because the statis of every molecular atom and its placebos conduct in their essence the
most injunctious (remember this formula scientists of your 12th earth) that y
perpendicular to the f point and zed rely solely (and get this good now) solely through
the atomic explosion of the hydrogen bomb effect, and that is the little bit of truth shining
through which brought your forgone conclusion that all of creation started with a Big
Bang!

The Severely Duped Ones!

Captain Melix Somajar Galiac: You not only have been severely under-instructed or
deceived by your overlords who know of these abstracts in scientific philosophy, but
those ones of the negative or Hellion race upon this planet as of with others have
deliberately altered nearly, if not all, scientific data remaining from our logs which we
had on many occasions passed onto you, and stifled your chakras from learning any of
the time-known on other higher evolved worlds realities of these “truths.”
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Instead they developed many of their own “truths,” so truth in fact could no longer be
recognized but rather hidden in a semi-developed world made up of particles of sand,
which are ye ones.

Universal Reality Suppressed!

Captain Melix Somajar Galiac: And one by one, the truth of the Universal Total was
obstructed, devoured, and then eliminated. The dreadful truth of it all is that they have
long held up not only the progression of themselves out of darkness to the other side of
the experience in the positive manufacturing, but have kept you ones out of it as well.
For how can the duped even think to reason without the understanding of what has
been long taken away and denied them?
Once your mind has no tendency left for rational reasoning, dear ones, you become
automatically like infested robots upon the plane of non-existence in all universal
reasoning of how to move on out of the darkness or negativity and into the lighted
domain and essence of morality, ethics, fulfillment in your souls, and eventually to reside
upon a much more fitting planet with systems of, diverse as the fish in the sea, nonmonetary economic excellence.
Now, you are beginning to understand us here, but only briefly, only slightly. Because
dear ones, we have hardly begun.
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Tying Off For The Day

Admiral James Galiac: Well, that will be all for today. (Interjection: Your assignment awaits you,
Corporal Higgins Jr.)
Thank you, Admiral Melix, Sir. Adjourn for a space of time, and thank you for your assignment,
well done so far, Uthrania. Good Day, my son, Jamie.
And Reni, you may begin the no small task of editing this writ/file with concisive effort in “not”
touching one read word. (No exclamation there, Uthrania). James Galiac out. Over and out on
transmittal frequency from all sectors of High Command. Starfleet Federation Number 426
QUIKS
Uthrania: Signing out for Admiral James Galiac, Captain Melix Somajar Galiac, Admiral Jeremiah
Higgins Esquire, and all facets of the Federated High Command. Junction Box 4.7. Tie-off @ 3:11
pm. Lieutenant Commander, Captain Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries-Cortez-Galiac in consignment
with Second Lieutenant, Captain-in-Training, Jamie Sentana-Ries-Cortez-Galiac. 4.1 out. (3:16
pm)
(Do a good job. Make me proud of you, boy. Commander James Galiac @ 3:29 pm earth time
quadrant
6)
- Scribed by the hand and pen of I, Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries-Cortez
Notation: A special credit and thank-you are due our Senior Editor, Reni Sentana-Ries, whose
unquestionable participation behind the scenes is beyond value.
Credits: Google/Wikimedia Commons
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05. The Universal Total Fifth Submission: A few
Clues - Scientific Manna Cauterized From All History
Books!
Universal reality can be understood on various levels. Explained peculiarly, or profoundly, it
comes across as enigmatic to laymen who have no expert knowledge of the subject, at least in
this fifth submission. Be that as it may, this particular writ/file serves as a curtain to be lifted to
allow the window of absolute clarity to unfold "once" the vestige of Universal Total has been
surrendered. - Jamie Sentana-Ries-Cortez

•
•
•
•
•
•

Introduction To The Fifth Submission of Universal Total
ADMIRAL JAMES GALIAC’S UNIVERSAL PROJECT OF SEVEN PAGES FOR THE PEOPLE OF EARTH
PLANET ANGORIUS, SUBSECTION LAURUS 124210
Universal Total (Fifth Submission): The Dawning Of The New Day
Universal Total (Fifth Submission): No Relation Whatsoever
Universal Total (Fifth Submission): The First Creationary "Substance"
Universal Total (Fifth Submission): Which Texture-Making Substance Have Begun The Species?

Introduction To The Fifth Submission of Universal Total
In this segment, the great informed and accurate scientific mind of Captain Melix
James Somajar Galiac now seriously begins his studies with the people of this particular
earthen planet, in piecemeal, spoon feeding even the most astute thinkers of this world a
manna which was long ago cauterized from all historical books as to the very building
blocks of Creation.
This, the Chief Engineer of the most prestigious craft or Starship in the Federated
Fleet of Unified Starships, the Stargazer Intrepid, does with his usual precision of
calculative academics in absolute "detail."
Please pay of the closest attention to the KEY WORD "Rub" for missing that, you will
miss - The Beginning of your own Creative existence following that of the exact point
where Universal Creation began.
Therein, enjoy Universal Total for the engraving on the mind and soul will be an
experience unlike any you, the reader, have yet to meet. - Uthrania Seila Sentana-RiesCortez
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Universal Total (Fifth Submission): The Dawning Of The New Day

October 5, 2014 4:00 pm
Captain Melix Somajar Galiac: Well, another day dawning, and the eclipse of the
nations has barely begun. Rather, dear ones, the instigation and creation of the worlds
and literally “without end!”
Each world or planet or star, as you take many asteroids to be, conglomerated together
with a glue-like substance, or so many of your scientists so think.
But what they are taught in their villainous high schools of lethargy toward realistic and
universal true action: is it true in the approach of reality at all, dear ones, or does the
relation between glucose and polythermal substance which many of the spacecraft are
made up of upon your earth plane in inhabiting a relationship between what we ourselves
create or not, truly even exist?
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Universal Total (Fifth Submission): No Relation Whatsoever

Captain Melix Somajar Galiac: As we told you before in the draft stage, the relation
between certain type of metals and substances had absolutely no relation to those nonexistent at one time manufactured substances of the universal acumen BEFORE the
dawning of the New Day, without end.
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Universal Total (Fifth Submission): The First Creationary
"Substance"

Captain Melix Somajar Galiac: Again, the substance involved in all of retroactive
creation began with a molecular atom. And the reason why we call such atom as
molecular only suggests the ratio between the building block of creation and the atom
genre by itself, for all is glucose beginning compound in one ratio of development.

Universal Total (Fifth Submission): Which Texture-Making
Substance Have Begun The Species?

Captain Melix Somajar Galiac: All species are begun of glucose morom which is a texture
making substance which, when other atoms of degree and mineral substance or fallacious
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substance such as the makeup of the bark by synopsis on a tree rub against one another, the
“glucose” takes the rub and distinguishes it by rank, species, and genre, whether be of the
duality of positive behavior to interact or re-latio of the male (positive here in this case) or the
negative.
- Scribed by the hand and pen of I, Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries-Cortez

06. The Universal Total Sixth Submission:
Imagination Preceded Creation
Creation did not happen in the blink of an eye as in six days as the bible says. But like
evolution, it happened in minutest stages, a process that took eons of galactic history. Jamie Sentana-Ries-Cortez

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Introduction To The Sixth Submission of Universal Total
This perhaps is the most diverse topic among strangers and men/women alike: The
cloning of life, should it be done, and what is it which makes the very thought of it so
unpalatable to many people.
These “works” by the Commanders though intricate in design, also allow for the
spectacular beginnings of creation in all its forms to be “easily” understood by not only
the most elevated mind in season, but through the courtship of the dynamics of scientific
knowledge coupled with millennial of experience in data gathering by the very first
Humans, our Foreparents, the Creators.
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The now begins in all seriousness to be brought before the people who have even the
simplest form of education. Why is this? Because, quite frankly, this information has
long been cauterized from the awareness of the people to know not their true beginnings
“in simple detail” but more profoundly, do the Commanders issue back to the people
“THEIR RIGHT” to both know and understand the FULLNESS of THEIR
HERITAGE!
Therein, enjoy Universal Total for the engraving on the mind and soul will be an
experience unlike any you, the reader, have yet to meet. - Uthrania Seila Sentana-RiesCortez

Universal Total (Sixth Submission): The Beginning Of The Human
Cloning Of Each Species

October 5, 2014 4:00 pm
Captain Melix Somajar Galiac: The female positive also in this case will determine just
where the weakest link is in all foliage DNA building blocks which takes on the
negative/positive equal and opposite reaction in rebuilding a coding design which may
stay as it is or be altered by time as the man-human-woman in each creative ability begins
in their cloning of each species as they come together themselves.
And this, dear lay-ones of all ulterior design and creation-making supplement to our
creation distribution and attempts, begins the alterior “GRAFTING” beginnings of crop
variances in all manner of diverse foliage, green grass liquifidation.
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Universal Total (Sixth Submission): What Was The Original Term Of
"Helix" First Coined By The Scientists?

Captain Melix Somajar Galiac: And the overall tendance of our hands in tentative
creation will forever continue as long as the human in all of its diverse formats continues
to create more of itself through the very makeup substance which declare at any time that
the makeup of helleix, which is the correct and original term first created by us, never
diversifies as much as more helix, as you call it, through the DNA charge of electrical
components are discharged, atomized through the filaments of electricity from the
atmospheres. And notice we say “atmospheres,” pluralized for your greater
understanding, for even that did you one not get right in order to greatly bring about
another RUBBING of new materials of DNA which make up the helleix compound, and
not the other way around.
(Notation: Please note that the word "through" may seem to be incorrect in its overall
application, but occasionally the Commanders and Captains do tend to run sentences
together in an almost jagged way so as to make the reader think perhaps "though" should
have been placed instead. However, in the last sentence the word "one" was most likely a
typing error on my part which we did not pick up for some reason. Now it is too late to
correct because Captain Melix is not available toward my asking him if I, in fact, did
error and what he would ask the correction to be. We must never presume. - Uthrania
Seila Sentana-Ries-Cortez
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Universal Total (Sixth Submission): Archaic? The Building-Blocks Of
Creation?!

Captain Melix Somajar Galiac: Now, this is archaic to us, of course, the beginning
building-blocks of creation, and you have made in your schools of theology and calculus
idioms… have brought about a complete makeup of fallacy of institutional hogwash in
which brings about nothing less than an itinerary of foolhardiness and idiocy, though we
do not wish to call a one of you that, but case studies demand to report from our level of
knowledge and academics that the lot of you are simply, we are sorry to say, our
brothers and sisters of the academic genre, hydro-jaded fools!

Universal Total (Sixth Submission): The REAL CULINARY Delight!
Here Is A Study For The Mind!

Captain Melix Somajar Galiac: Well, that is all for today, little slacken-minded ones,
for your culinary delight in all creative appetizers is about to get just a little hot and
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thickened for the soup of all universal doubters who will, one day soon when they read
this and really “study” it, will be to their chagrin not a morsel left untouched, and then
a new generation of helleix-formed earth scientists procreated out of a lab of
underground-undersea test-tubes will begin in their “glucose” of formulation of just
which rabbit is up and side-up side-down.
And at that posture of non-animalistic tissue will a new creation of understanding begin
all over again, and at its roots, will, once again be us, ourselves,

Universal Total (Sixth Submission): The Great Question! Answered!
“How DID WE First BEGIN?”

Captain Melix Somajar Galiac: your very own creators by genre, for the Great Mancharians and
their forebearers were ahead of the game, ahead of us in all creational endeavor where we
“OBSERVED” being ONE with the first atomic/molecular cause which in all of its stipend and
widespread consortium actually began with A RUBBING OF NOT ONLY ONE MOLECULAR ATOM
BEAN, BUT BILLIONS OF THEM IN SEQUENCE.
But what began the motion? Now that is a topic for the other and next day. Good Day for this
episode on Creation and Man/Woman/Galactic Effect, and your attention will be always
appreciated by those who call you their offspring.
Melix, Captain and Chief of Engineering of the Stargazer Intrepid. Please sign out for me, little
one. Thank you.
Uthrania: Tying off circuit tie-string department and channel wave frequency for High
Command, Articulatious 4. 6 4.9 Heratio 14 Diatram 19. Coordinate with Admiral and Captain
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James Galiac, please, Corporal Higgins. Draft out. Lieutenant Commander, Captain Uthrania Seila
Sentana-Ries-Cortez. Signatory out @ bases 4:36 pm
- Scribed by the hand and pen of I, Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries-Cortez

07. The Universal Total Seventh Submission: What
"Are" The Chakras Of The Universe?
In man, there are 7 known chakras that are centers of spiritual power in the body which
gird the soul to the body. In the Universe there are also chakras that link all planets like a
cord, consistent with Union and Oneness of the Universal Whole. - Jamie Sentana-RiesCortez

Introduction To The Seventh Submission of Universal Total
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•
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Introduction To The Seventh Submission of Universal Total
Dear readers and the wise: Put on your thinking caps, please, for it is again time for the
diet to estrange itself not from the outer layer of the meats.
In axiom as to what you think you know: just what force does hold the planets in place?
Indeed, is it a "force?" If so, and maybe not, “by which methodology is this phenomenon
achieved?” And does the universe, itself, operate as a body with chakras intact?
Just how "accurate" are the thoughts and words, examples, theories and precepts of some
of the most acclaimed of your countless worldly thinkers attending their diverse
professions as they "teach?" their so-called facts to the human race?
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Just a few more preliminary questions with which to whet your palettes! Soup with a
very small ladle to begin the answers to questions of a most agonizing genre.
Therein, enjoy Universal Total for the engraving on the mind and soul will be an
experience unlike any you, the reader, have yet to meet. - Uthrania Seila Sentana-RiesCortez

Universal Total (The Seventh Submission): A New Introduction

October 7, 2014, 2:29 pm
Captain Morphus J.T. Galiac: Good Morning. I am your fifth contender, or member of
the team. May I now introduce of myself in mine own surely linguistical content,
please. I have come in for the sojourn of the ratio bargaining. Table all content after the
following injunctions:
Forthright and impediment, Galiac Censor Top.. (Italic please, Jamie. Captain James
Galiac)
Admiral James Galiac: We are ready to begin now, Morphus, our cousin, so will leave
this, Sir, please, until later.
Captain Morphus J.T. Galiac: Surely, Captain. Morphus out on Prime Time T.V., so to
speak.
2:30

pm

Admiral James Galiac: Alright now, Uthrania, my sister love, just put aside all
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thoughts, for these following sessions will be less cryptic than allowed for in the early
days of our writings. You are ready, love?
Uthrania: Yes, Captain Galiac. I am ready.

Universal Total (The Seventh Submission): The Driftwood Of Time

Admiral James Galiac: The fifth statute of overall universal acumen, or law-a-biding
citizenry, have oft stated to the effect that ingenuous work be recalculated into the
driftwood of time, and that time be of the mere essence of simply calibrating the overall
Total Universal Thread to be continually wound around and around a piece of cloth or
wool-like-synthetic fabric in order that the planets within the galaxy or Universal Total
not come unfrayed.
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Universal Total (The Seventh Submission): What is this?!
Interesting!Creation And The Real Winding Of "Time?"

Admiral James Galiac: Now, what we would like to explain today would be the
methodology in which this has actually taken place when creation first began to wind
time as you know it and to calibrate the time-essence or filaments of all universal justice
system into one big long coil such as one would find in a spring or etheric cord spoken of
which ties the top or center of the head into the belly winding round and round each
chakra in order to better and possibly relegate each center of the bodily abstraction or
coil relating toward itself.
This indeed is the better way in which to assure the bodily chakras remain open for the
duration of the time each manifested one of you are on the earth of your bodily and
seismatic choice for the duration of your short-to-be right now lifestreams, one directly
following the other.
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Universal Total (The Seventh Submission): Doctors Of Medicine And
Psychiatry - You Too

Admiral James Galiac: Schematics askew at times, for the remainder of the hindrances
as located in triplicate, Doctors of the Medicine and Psychiatry, for each one of you
have so gone so farthly astray in your overall perception of Medicine as a Whole in
Total and how indeed it was and still is to be practiced, that it is a living matter that any
of you are capable of curing anything of diseases or bodily ills to this day!

Universal Total (The Seventh Submission): Geographists, Seismic
Pressure, And Wolves!
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Admiral James Galiac: Now, seismatic control, ye all connoisseurs of magic tilling, when it
comes to archeology or geography or the silent wailing of the lambs in equal turmoil to those of
the geographists in their overall outlay of the earth's seismic pressure areas, have all come
under the dementia of forever knowing that the truth of civilization and cultivication of the
races, the species, all revolve around the epitome of first KNOWING that the diaphragm of
RATIO instigating those same species as rabbits, golph-hens, and the calibration of winged
flocks all DID NOT BEGIN WITH ONE BIRD, PEA-COCK OR PEA-HEN, just as all dogs did NOT
originate from the wolf!
(Notation: Please note that "cultivication" and such seemingly aberrations are actually the
original words and spelling brought forth once again by the Commanders. Thank you. - Uthrania
Seila Sentana-Ries-Cortez)
- Scribed by the hand and pen of I, Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries-Cortez

08.

The Universal Total Eighth Submission: The
Climax Of The Soul Structure And It's Procreation Of
Creation
Procreation is a means of maintenance and survival of the human species--all duality in
cellular structure as found interlinked throughout the universes. Although the most
ultimate of human expression of love, procreation has been debased to the level that it is
now: Sex as frowned upon by society which is guilt foisted upon by religion. - Jamie
Sentana-Ries-Cortez
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Introduction To The Eighth Submission of Universal Total
In this continuation of The Universal Total Seventh Submission where the entry of the
atomics of the planets was touched upon, The Universal Total Eighth Submission takes
us to new heights through the first development, this time, of human genes within the
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Whole. As this tie-in continues, Admiral James Galiac’s groundwork becomes even
more pronounced.
It is to be remembered that after so many centuries and millennia of misinformation and
plain outright duping of the peoples though scientific discovery may have well enhanced
itself in the genres of biology and archeology, governments of this world sat over by the
most severely estranged of all the humanities, disallow the new discoveries to “replace”
or “set straight” false records which have been so rudely enforced as “fact” upon the
peoples of this planet through the mediums of their colleges, schools, libraries,
universities, and seminaries.
Therein, enjoy Universal Total for the engraving on the mind and soul will be an
experience unlike any you, the reader, have yet to meet. - Uthrania Seila Sentana-RiesCortez

Universal Total (The Eighth Submission): The First Gel Cell Of A
Human

(Note: Continuation of The Universal Total Seventh Submission. - Uthrania Seila
Sentana-Ries-Cortez)
Admiral James Galiac: No, dear ones, the pea-cock and the pea-hen were originated
from the flock of birds first begun under the staple of CREATION, and as all atomic
pressures of molecules spontaneously began to form the gel for the human race, so
were all men and women at that bountiful time calibrated deeply into the darkness
naught of what you so in-equally call outer space, but rather the instigating effect was
just this, and we arrived at this point of truth of Universal reality of the Total by our
simply “injecting” into the equation that as it takes many atoms of atomic molecular
cell wall structure to form one gel cell of a human, so do all the atomic molecular
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substances rubbing, rubbing, and doing more rubbing, formulate simultaneously those
“climatic” effects which continually serve to bring forth new life, and this, of course, of
more molecules, more rubbing, which sandwich into place the minerals, the calcium, and
so on which each one of our needs must serve, of course, within all dietary predominance
to be fed.

Universal Total (The Eighth Submission): Genes And Their First
Development

Admiral James Galiac: Now, in all laymen's terms as well as those of the laywomen,
the male here and the female ration of 1 to 4 5, we have a simple formula throughout the
very beginnings of the Universal Total. And that formulae gives to us these predominant
genes. And how on earth are the genes developed then, dear people of planet earth, your
Angorius, as we have a-placed your name upon our starmap?
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Universal Total (The Eighth Submission): Critical Application Of
Cause And Effect

Admiral James Galiac: By UNDERSTANDING that every cause has an ingenious
effect, and not so the other way around. Now please let me explain this all to you ones.
The cause will indubitable indebit itself to the effect of what it has created. The MAIN
ESSENCE OF HOW CREATION WITH ALL ITS DUBIOUS PLANETS, FAUNA,
MEN, WOMEN = CHILD OR CHILDREN, BEGAN WITH THE RUBBING OF THE
UNIVERSAL ATOMIC PRESSURE FORMING INTO ATOMIC MOLECULAR
SEISMATIC PRESSURE JUST AS A TECTONIC PLATE WOULD INGRATE
ITSELF TOGETHER OR A VOLCANIC RUBBING OF THE LAVA INSIDE AS A
HEATED COIL WOULD DO.
YOU SEE, DEAR ONES, ONE AND ALL, ALL CREATION IS BASED AS IT WAS
IN THE BEGINNING, AND THAT BASE OF HAVING CREATION REPEAT
ITSELF IN A CLONING MANNER IS PECULIAR IN THAT ALL SEISMIC
RUBBING “ALWAYS,” AND BEING OF THE MALE AND FEMALE CONTROL
“MUST” INSTIGATE THE EFFECT WHICH THE CAUSE BRINGS AROUND AND
AROUND TIME AND TIME AGAIN.
And so in this way we have it that the procreation of every living life cell repeats itself in
the very and “EXACT” same manner as every “climatic” affair has from the inset of the
first billions of sperm-cells with the female egg of the ovum.
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Universal Total (The Eighth Submission): For The Faint-Hearted
Souls Of Our Time

Please understand us here when we do delve deeper than many of you faint-hearted souls
would grant us your allowance, that the procreation of life must ALL HAVE A SENSE
OF CLIMATIC VIBRATIONS, OTHERWISE THE TULMUTOUS EFFECT
WOULD NOT SEQUENCE A LIFE, OR LIFES, ITS OWN.
That will be all for today, love. Please tie off for us the frequency 10.2 from High
Command. Captain and Admiral James Galiac over and very out for this day.
(Notation: Please note that the last capitalized sentence has what would seem to appear
as grammatical and spelling errors. If a Commander is not available to go over the just
scribed material then I leave it as it is. It is imperative that no changes be made to suit
the taste of modern linguistics either in pronunciation nor prose, for one incorrect
change could very well change the true composition and intended meaning of the text. Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries-Cortez)
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Universal Total (The Eighth Submission): Not One Word To Be
Changed! None Added And Not One Taken Out!

Admiral James Galiac: Thank you, Reni, for your high editing in not changing as usual a one of
my words, for this is throughout history of the excellence and prime importance, for the
changing of one little syllabic would result in the complete changing of the text, and for this
reason will we continue in disallowing any other but our own people whom we scribe and work
with to hold the copyright no matter what the cost is to themselves. Sorry, people, but that is
how we all work. Sign out time signature now, love, and son, put this on at your pleasure.
Uthrania: Tying off from High Command the 10.2 variation in triplicate 4-mat.
(Interruption by a Commander)
Colonel Hays, please stipend no larson onto the production of any of our books. For we have
seen you a multitude of our times in your rather crude attempts at hiding these, shall we say,
“intentions” of yours from within our eyelocks? Who, do you think you are kidding? We see
further than most of you breathe within a lifetime with your nose.
Please continue tie-off please, Uthrania, child. – Commander-in-Chief Forsythe.
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Uthrania: Aye, Sir. Rocky Mountain Time, Angorius Earth Plateau formulated time clock variance
from the Starship basin, Gallant @ 3:15 pm. Lieutenant Commander, Captain Uthrania Seila
Sentana-Ries-Cortez.
Out.
- Scribed by the hand and pen of I, Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries-Cortez
Notation: A special credit and thank-you are due our Senior Editor, Reni Sentana-Ries, whose
unquestionable participation behind the scenes is beyond value.

09. The Universal Total Ninth Submission: Who
Split The Atomic/Molecular Structures of the Universe and
Why?
The latest installment of the factual account of Creation will, admittedly, not be easy to
comprehend and digest, given the novelty and complexity of the concepts involved in
describing the process. It is not unlike Galileo's discovery, much to the outrage of the
church, that the Earth is actually round!. - Jamie Sentana-Ries-Cortez

Introduction To The Ninth Submission of Universal Total
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Introduction To The Ninth Submission of Universal Total
Continuing along the journey of the actual formation of life itself, Chief Engineer and
Scientist Captain Melix James Somajar Galiac picks up where he last left off "and
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backtracks."
In tiny segments as though "spoon-feeding" an infant, the Captain continues his initial
explanation how life actually began leaving a trail of crumbs at times to catch the
readers' further attention.
In this segment you will learn how lightening first began as the Captain touches on one
fascinating aspect concerning atoms and molecules.
Therein, enjoy Universal Total for the engraving on the mind and soul will be an
experience unlike any you, the reader, have yet to meet. - Uthrania Seila Sentana-RiesCortez

Universal Total (The Ninth Submission): Captain Melix And The
Examination Of Exactly “How All Life Began.”

October 16, 2014 4:44 pm
Captain Melix Somajar Galiac: Where we pick up today is considering our
examination of the Universal Total and how all life began. Please paste in, Uthrania, my
last question to the first portion.
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Uthrania: Aye, Sir. But it is actually your first question following your explanation of
the electroids within the Universal Total.
Captain Melix Somajar Galiac: Please proceed anyway. I will come back to the
preceding one later. Leave our spelling of electroids intact.
Uthrania: Sir, I have included the last two questions, for one is necessary toward the
relation of the last. Will that be fine?
Captain Melix Somajar Galiac: Indeed. Thank you, little wise One. Just paste it here,
please.
And why did the Universal Total not just stay where it was before splitting up into
segments? And who indeed did it, calling for such travailing upon a brand new
creation consisting of many facets such as humans, animals, fauna, sky, air, seas,
lakes, sands, deserts and what have you, which indeed consists of A LOT?
(Notation: Our neighbour was building his roof. Captain James Galiac once again
quieted the region and suddenly the neighbour ceased his almost newly begun activities
and we were immediately able to proceed. This is how it works on such delicate material.
– Uthrania)

Universal Total (The Ninth Submission): Are All Atoms and Molecules
Round?
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Captain Melix Somajar Galiac: Are we ready?
Uthrania: Yes, Sir. Sorry Sir.
Captain Melix Somajar Galiac: Alright then. Let me proceed. The Universal Total in
all of its extracting atom-molecular forms and diverse format of atoms - for not all are
round as you have been so instructed as of such - engraved themselves first into what was
conclusively called your “darkness,” a place of no form, no contour, and absolutely no
liability toward any form or sequence of “lights” which separate one atomic-molecular
form from each other, bidding the drabness of ecstasy to develop within the Universal
Total of first development of the Mind of God, as you so erroneously call it.
Wait with your questions. We will explain as we further our sequence, dear Ones.

Universal Total (The Ninth Submission): When The Darkness Kept
Out The Light The Light Permeated The Darkness

Captain Melix Somajar Galiac: As the tendency of molecular sequence continues to
develop in those pronounced areas of malefactor, or darkened regions, which had for
so long sequenced, or kept out, the electrical currents from developing into the atommolecular regions or “atomically-based” regions of anthropology, the electroids
“girded” the regions from stratospheric electrical currents which acted like elasticized
radio waves, creating the essence of your first lightening. But this could and did
certainly NOT take place before the electroids had pronounced their first awakening
INSIDE of the atomic-molecular substances of jelled radioactive cellular to-be-formed
structures which atomics or atoms, so called, are made up of today.
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Universal Total (The Ninth Submission): NASA Drawn Into What?

Captain Melix Somajar Galiac: The Philsomar Effect, scientists, who are watching
our display, had long since been vactomized into a distant pulsar radio-type frequency
which NASA and other relays have been for quite some time picking up as outer space
frequencies, or static.

Universal Total (The Ninth Submission): Pulsar Light Within The
Universal Total
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Captain Melix Somajar Galiac: You see, dear ones, one and all, big and small, the
atomic structure which did not solely in itself bring about “pulsar light,” scientists,
began with a filament inside each atomic-molecular structure which in turn radio-acted
the helium pulses or “contours” of intergalactic substance which could not even at that
earliest of times drift from one spot to another.
There was absolutely no movement whatsoever in the overall Universal Whole or
Total, and because there be no movement, the most gracious art of development of the
creation needed first take place where the electrode filaments within each atom gave it
circumstance to move.

Universal Total (The Ninth Submission): The “First” Semen and
Ovary Operating Within The Universal At That Time In Its Totality

Captain Melix Somajar Galiac: With this first movement began the rubbing, and
with each rubbing came a climatic substance which was the substance or glue which
began to create and bind diverse and different molecules or miniscule molecular
structures together. This was the first semen or ovary intact working together as the
male/female objective, and the first procreation then began.
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Universal Total (The Ninth Submission): The Very “First” Sexual Act
Was "Not" Human

Captain Melix Somajar Galiac: As we have earlier stated, these procreations, unlike
your fairy tale black and white book story of the first man, and woman called Eve in
some outmoded cultures, performed their rubbing, or sexual act, in consistency with all
the other atomic/molecular features or cell structures of atomic pressure against one
another in pairs, simultaneously or all at the same time, one not however latching on
to any other but its sidestep, or mate, at a very intermediate level, in this case. The
predominant structure had already begun as of the earlier hour or tendence, for time has
never been related in its essence nor any other essence in relation to creation.
Time is no more than a modifying act of understanding simply nothing of what makes
life enter into a molecular-atomic structure, and what indeed then does give it life?
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Universal Total (The Ninth Submission): A Word About The
“Professionals” As You Call Them

Captain Melix Somajar Galiac: These questions ye ones have had no idea of the precept of
“con-sumptuous behavior,” an ideal term to put forth toward all of those dear Ones who you
call your psychologists or psychiatrists. “Damn the human race anyway,” they all say! “Distant
relatives to the monkeys and apes!”
Well, dear Ones, you know nothing of your bearings, nor of that which your highest and most
intelligent scientists have for their bearing in terms of: “Why does science even begin to
disprove the theory of creative design of the countless flawed-to-be continuously,
RELIGIONS.”
- Scribed by the hand and pen of I, Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries-Cortez

10.
10. The Universal Total Tenth Submission: Valued
Information Hidden From The Generations - Never Dies!
Truth-seekers and the open-minded seem to be two categories that are exclusive to each
other. While the former profess indubitable thirst for knowledge, they filter the facts and
accept them selectively as they suit them. On the other hand, the open-minded
intelligently absorb the facts as self-evident reality. - Jamie Sentana-Ries-Cortez
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Introduction To The Tenth Submission of Universal Total
"The astuteness of the art of realization is at the forefront of all academics if you want to
be 'accredited' with profound ingenuity. - Commander-in-Chief of Engineering and
Science Department upon Three Ships all in the Norphus Quadrant, Flagships, each one,
Morphus Galiac, Captain and Crew Member of the most prominent Display one has ever
seen. Good Day."
"In the episode 'of life quality' being against the philosophy of Oneness in all of its
realized-now forms, the mere mention of the 'gravitation-pull' of the next sector of this
Writ/File which has not yet been manifested into script nor fountain, for the 'next'
peculiarities have oft shed the light - enlightened format - with an engineering epic of
which so many grown-now cellular structures, which oft remind us of each of you and
ourselves in our infancy, take grip over the minds and thoughts of those impeccable
genres and of that will be the one to also much and greatly look forward to. The 'Hygene
of the Species' will be the next subtitle for Universal Total the Eleventh Insert, please,
little dove. - Melix"
- Scribed by the hand and pen of I, Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries-Cortez

Universal Total (The Tenth Submission): Interlude With Captain
Melix
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Captain Melix Somajar Galiac: What was the second part of the question, little one?
Uthrania: “And why did the Universal Total not just stay where it was before
splitting up into segments? And who indeed did it, calling for such travailing upon a
brand new creation consisting of many facets such as humans, animals, fauna, sky,
air, seas, lakes, sands, deserts, and what have you, which indeed consists of A LOT.”
Captain Melix Somajar Galiac: Thank you. Well, let us see now, did we finally answer
the first one to the fulfillment of inquest of our readers, little one?
Uthrania: Well, Commander, I wonder if you think the first question which I have again
included concerning the Universal Total “not just stay where it was before splitting up
into segments” may have just been overlooked in our discussion, Sir.
Captain Melix Somajar Galiac: Umm, I see. Well just a swath of a precept which many
get wrong or do not even come to grasps with the depth of knowledge to even ask the
question. Okay then. Here we go. Here is the explanation, short as it is.

Universal Total (The Tenth Submission): Grasping The Concept

Captain Melix Somajar Galiac: If the Universal Total or Whole - as we of the second
fleet of Starship Commanders are so apt in calling it in our own private-to-be discussions
- the answer is simple, but could you figure it out, little ones? …little readers of our
doctrine so-called of precept or Universal Reality? Were to digress into the
completeness of remaining “no-thing,” or in the event of its “nothingness,” what would
creation have done? Stale, trepid naught even, for to arise in any kind of modification
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of essence, first one must develop essence which bring us then to the second question so
attributed to the first. Is that not so, little one?
Jamie: Indeed. Yes, Sir.
Captain Melix Somajar Galiac: Welcome back to the table, Jamie. Now, intuitively do
we have creation designed to the “triploid” of all life “currents” itself? For without the
life current an instruction toward the manifestation of jells gathering themselves together
in molecular-atomic form could not possibly exist. Right? Am I correct, son?
Jamie: I am learning, Captain Melix, Sir. Please continue to teach. I will always listen.
And thank you, Sir.
Captain Melix Somajar Galiac: Well, to answer the question of the ages, I will not
either sequence nor modify my speech. Instead, I will relay the facts to each one of you
directly. Beginning with you, Jamie, who listens.
The creation began in “triplicate.” This is where your most erroneous concept of
“Father, Son, and Holy Ghost or spirit” comes from. All of your books with countless
teachings have been either locked up, burned at the stake, or confiscated from within
your tenements, caves, or homes of today. No truth remains save that which you are
told by duped and duping ones for their own profit.

Universal Total (The Tenth Submission): What "Race" Of People Put
Forth The First "Creative Juices?"

Captain Melix Somajar Galiac: So it is time, as you say, to listen up and finally learn
what you have had the right to know since the first atomic-molecular inception of your
own creative juices, maximized through the semen of the first men and women whom we
call “MANCHARIANS.”
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And why “Mancharians” which have absolutely no known relation to a strick race of
atomic-molecular creations whom you call as “Manchurians?”
But we will continue in our apt discussion of “races,” and how they became to be, at a
later date. But first - I promised, for a man or woman is their Word, for the Word
breathes life and enlightenment into the first genere, or molecular DNA pattern - it
was initially “ingrained.” (Captain Melix gently coughs into his loosely clenched hand.
– Uthrania)
TRIPLICATE is the WORD. First lesson of creation as taught in the higher realms or
paradisiacal worlds.
Pay up attention once again now, NASA, and we will construct again with you your
words in pictures as you learn from us. It is a two way street as it was before.
Now… proceed with the next interlude of paragraph, little ones.
Jamie: Aye, Sir.
Captain Melix Somajar Galiac: Have you taken to scribing?
Jamie: Not yet, fully, Sir. I was just aligning the sentences, as you speak, on the draft
board, and you overheard me.
(Captain Melix smiles. – Uthrania)

Universal Total (The Tenth Submission): The Strangest Epic Of A Life
Cycle - Begun!
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Captain Melix Somajar Galiac: The Tripulate was the beginning of the very first
manifestation of the royal arts of “drama.” And how did that occur? Well, Ones, this is
the strangest epic of a life cycle begun which you have ever surmised or heard.
Here we have it in the dead of night, so to speak, for no light nor electrical currents
were available. And then out of the blue, or darkness rather, a lady bug genere appeared.
Rather like a firefly but this particular “bug”-like symposium, or “creature,” had
absolutely no form. So what was it, and what became of it? Where did in all noncreationary ability of human or creature alike did it come from, and how was it seeming
“alive?”
Well, this is the fun part, indeed, to tell out of our records of the “first fireflies” of which
our most dedicated and pronounced ships are well-known by in certain circles of
your government agencies.

Universal Total (The Tenth Submission): What Is The Darkness Made
Up Of?

Captain Melix Somajar Galiac: “Fireflies,” dearest ones, are simply what we call “symbionic
molecular vibrations which the darkness is always made up of.” In the case of the very start of
electrode connections or communications, the electroids with their darkened vibrations had a
“rub down.”
In other words, they began to vibrate. The minutest symbions which even a mycroscope of your
tendencies could not see, nor even hope to detect, mirrored the tinyest vibration over “time” as
you would best understand it.
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The rubbing became more complex, and out of nothingness, because nothing ever moved to
any extent as to ever have been knoticable, the beginnings of “FILLAMENTS” of light, love, and
electricity came into “practice.” Practice being the transparent application of cause and effect.
That will be all for this night. Adieu. And put the keyboard away, please, Uthrania, our child.
Good Night, Jamie, and, Rania, be always by his side.
Your editing upon this matter is superior and must perform an exactness of curricular, Reni.
For in “time,” as you know it, these writings will need not manifest as any other but duplicate
of that which was and is non-erroneously given by our hand of the Commanders and Captains,
Generals, and Admirals, and Lieutenants of the Federation Starfleet of Sector 12354.
Thank you, and Good Night. Sign off for me, please, dear Uthrania. Good Night, Jamie.
Jamie: Thank you, Sir. Good Night to you as well. (Smiles)
Uthrania: Injunction tie-off for Captain and Chief of Engineering Melix Somajar Galiac. Triplicate
High Command frequency, Plomac 4.2 Vortex out of Khrushchev Hemmingway non-reposite
frequency space frequency waves at Hemmingrave 5.24. (Khrushchev channel no relation
whatsoever with the man in question). . Rocky Mountain Time, Angorius Earth Plateau
formulated time clock variance from the Starship basin, Gallant @ 6:09 pm. Lieutenant
Commander, Captain Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries-Cortez. Out.
(Notation: All time clocked in wherever we are will remain the same locale. By my rank and
signature. Thank you. - Lieutenant Commander, Captain Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries-Cortez.)
- Scribed by the hand and pen of I, Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries-Cortez
Notation: A special credit and thank-you are due our Senior Editor, Reni Sentana-Ries, whose
unquestionable participation behind the scenes is beyond value.
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